
Editorial

It’s the British, stupid!

We are not commentators on the policies of others. Carter days, then marketed through Brzezinski, have
become today’s narco-terrorist subversion operations,Those policies are taking this planet to Hell at a rapid

rate. Rather than useless commentary, what we provide today’s revived “Great Game” in central Asia and the
Caucusus, today’s Kashmir operations, the Yugoslaviais clarity as to the long-term causes of the present global,

societal collapse. war, which plunged the Balkans into chaos, and from
there, the destabilization of Indonesia, Russia, andTake the Brzezinski-Bush connections beginning in

1975, when Bush, Brzezinski, and Jimmy Carter at- China.
This policy always included the deliberate destabili-tended theTokyo meeting of theTrilateral Commission.

From that meeting, Zbigniew Brzezinski and Cyrus zation and destruction of the Soviet Union, and now of
Russia. A single British policy-package has continued,Vance proceeded to run “Project 1980s” for the New

York Council on Foreign Relations, which specified the regardless of personalities, in a long-term sequence
leading to the present catastrophic dead-end—exceptdisastrous new policy-departures to be undertaken by

the forthcoming Jimmy Carter administration. The for a short period in the 1980s, when Ronald Reagan
adoptedLaRouche’s policyof theStrategic Defense Ini-number-one aide to Trilateral head Brzezinski on that

project, was Harvard professor Samuel Huntington, au- tiative.
In Europe, the British have manipulated politics forthor of The End of Democracy, and, more recently, of

“The Clash of Civilizations.” two centuries, by playing off Social Democrats against
ChristianDemocrats,pro-Europeangroupsagainstanti-Brzezinski’s “Arc of Crisis” policy as Carter’s Na-

tional Security Adviser, as applied in the 1979-89 Af- European groups, Europe against the United States, ad
nauseam. As the result, so many nominally leading po-ghanistan War, for example, is identical to the policy

which the British are applying today in the Russian litical circles in Europe are blind to the reality: They are
being dragged around by their noses by the British, butNorth Caucusus and in central Asia. At that time, that

policy had just been loaned to Brzezinski by British they are too stupid and too confused to see it.
This continuity of policy since Tokyo, 1975, hasspook Bernard Lewis, then nesting at Princeton Uni-

versity. now brought us to the about-face in NATO doctrine
since the beginning of the Yugoslavia war earlier thisThis whole gang are all nothing but British agents.

New York’s Jacob Schiff was a front-man for Britain’s year: thenewNATOasaglobal interventionforce, ruled
by British and British-controlled interventionist whim,King Edward VII, controlled through the King’s banker

and buddy, Sir Ernest Cassel. The Warburgs were sub- without regard to international law or treaty-agree-
ments. Selectively chosen so-called “human rights” is-agents of the Schiffs. Similarly, the Harrimans were

British agents, and, through the Harrimans, Bush and sues, nullify the sovereignty of targetted nations. Rather
than nation-states, the policy is to create mini-states, mi-Brzezinski. It is no coincidence that Bush and Brzezin-

ski werecentral to operations againstLyndon LaRouche cro-states, and stateless no-man’s-lands.
No intelligent person can look at each succeedingand his friends.

This is why the policies of Brzezinski’s National day’s military, foreign-policy, and related disasters, in
and of themselves. Instead, look at this continuity ofSecurity Council simply continued themselves through

the two Reagan-Bush administrations, under the imme- policy back to 1975: British policy is bringing us relent-
lessly to World War III. It could happen as early as to-diate leadership of then-Vice President Bush. This be-

cameIran-Contra, and the targettingofpoliticalenemies morrow, or next week. If and only if the American peo-
ple, especially, and other targetted victims, crackby privatefirms licensed to run government covert oper-

ations, under Executive Order 12333. through their own ignorance and blindness on this ques-
tion, can it be beaten.One and the same policy has continued to evolve

from 1975. The Arc of Crisis and related policies of the Rescue a neighbor from stupidity today!
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